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CHArTEZl I
DIT .OrUCTIOÏ: TO TIIE PR033LEI: A:C l  YS I:30n?A:TCE
This study is  being made v/ith the hope that i t  will 
result  in the administration of an improved reading program 
for the Culbertson Public Schools. For a number of years 
the author has heard frequent criticisms leveled at the 
reading program of various public schools, Hlgli school 
teachers have been particularly  quick to c r i t ic ize  the 
reading ab il i ty  of the pupils who enter high school. Some 
of the comments run something liko the following :
Pupils can’t read,
V<hy d idn 't  the elementary school teach these 
pupils to read?
Iviy pupils don’t know how to study,
ily pupils know computation in ari thine t ic ,  but 
can’t solve written problems.
I f  someone would teach them how to read, I could 
teach them science.
These are only a fevr of many similar statements which show
that there is much concern about a problem that is very r e a l ,
This problem is  deeper than the act of reading i t s e l f
and involves the pupils’ success in many of the so-called
content subjects. To lay a l l  the blame on the elementary
teachers for poor reading or to suggest that the sc;'ence
teacher should teach science but Iriave no responsi'b ' l i t y  for
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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tlio de VO lopne nt of tlio ij-upils’ readln- ab il i ty  and vocabu­
lary, implies failure to recognize tiie broad nature of the 
problem and the responsibility for i t s  solution. Heading is 
essential to good teaching in science, in the understanding 
of the v/ritten problems in matheTiiatlcs, and in the develop­
ment of good study habits .  Reading is one of tb.e communica­
tion arts and as such i t  is very closely bound up v/ith other 
processes of giving and receiving ideas. The author feels 
that the problem is  big and real enoû l̂i to warrant the 
attention of a l l  the educational leadership of instruction. 
I t  is  a problem v/hich should involve the whole s taff  of 
teachers•
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CHAPTER I I
TUS SETTING OF THE PR03LEIÆ
Culbertson is  a town of about 880 population located 
In th.s valley of the Missouri River* Through i t  pass two 
hi^ways so that i t  is  a kind of terminal point for east- 
west and north-south travel* The people of the community 
are rather heterogenous in nature except for a settlement of 
Danish people to the north of the tovm. Most of the people 
are directly or indirectly dependent upon agriculture for 
the ir  livelihood* Most of the farmers are engaged in the 
raising of small grains using dry-land farming procedures; 
however, there are a small number of ranchers who produce 
beef catt le  on a large scale* Historically,  Culbertson has 
been known as a "cow town" with a pretty interesting past* 
Some of the sp i r i t  of the early days s t i l l  exists and i t  is 
s t i l l  a rather live town without too much respect for law 
and order* As a result  of th is ,  many of the children of the 
community do not get sufficient sleep and some are under­
nourished as a resu lt  of poor home management* Tliis has 
some effect upon the quality of work done by some of the 
children of the school*
Tie school comprises a second-class school d is t r ic t  
with a s ta ff  of fourteen teachers. Tie organisât!on of the 
school is built around the 6-2-4 plan*
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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The f i r s t  six grades are located in a separate building: 
with six qualified teachers. Five of tLie teachers have two 
years of college and normal school training and the sixth 
teacher has a degree in elementary education* There are 147 
pupils enrolled in these grades, whi ch makes the pupil- 
teacher ra t io  about 25 to 1.
The seventh and eighth grades are located in two rooms 
in the high school building* Tr/o teachers are assigned these 
groups and the work is departmentalized between them. One of 
the teachers has two years of normal school training and the 
other has a degree in elementary education* There are 39 
pupils enrolled in these grades, which makes the pupil- 
teacher ra t io  about 20 to 1.
The high school has a s ta ff  of six teachers a l l  having 
degrees for their respective work* There are 70 high school 
pupils enrolled which gives a pupil-teacher ra t io  of about 
12 to 1. The high school is  accredited by two accrediting 
associations. The Northwest Association of Secondary and 
I-righer Schools and the North Central Association of Secondary 
Schools and Colleges.
An over-all appraisal of the school would probably 
resu lt  in Its description as a good, average Nontana school 
with a s ta f f  of good teachers and an average student body*
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CrAPTER I I I
THE READING NEEDS OF THE PUPILS
After working in the school for a period of four 
years, the author has outlined the reading needs of tlie 
pupils as follows:
A. The need of vocabulary development
1. Lack of sufficiently large sight vocabulary
2* Lack of ab ili ty  td attack new words
a. Use of picture clues
b. Use of contextual clues
c. Use of structural or gross configuration
clues
d# Use of phonetic analysis
e. Use of dictionary
B* The need of development of comprehension ab il i t ie s
1. To get the thought 
a* Sentences
b• Paragraphs
2. To learn to Interpret what Is read
3. To develop habits of clear thinking
C. The need of the children to v/ork at the level at
which they are able to accomplish and achieve
D. The need to enjoy reading and to do some reading 
for fun
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CHAPTER IV
THE GHIDIÎTG PRIE Cl PEES AHD T?IE PHILOSOPHY OP THE PROCHAIvI
Th. 0  plillosopliy of the Culbertson Public Schools as 
developed four years ayo can be stated as follows:
"Education is the training ground of l i f e ,  with 
the main objective being to help the individual 
prepare himself to be a better citizen in the 
democratic way of l iv ing#"
"Free communication of ideas between people and their leaders
and from person to person is basic in the democratic way*" ^
Free communication depends upon reading and the other language
processes. With this philosophy in mind the following must
be used as guiding principles in the administration of the
reading program:
1* "Intelligent reading is necessary in order to
participate effectively in a democratic society 
and to safeguard i ts  p r i n c i p l e s . "2
2* Reading is important in a l l  curricular fields.
3* Reading is a complex process involving many in te r ­
related sk i l ls ,  habits, and attitudes*
4. Reading is a thinking process*
5* Reading development is a continuous process*
6. Every teacher must respect individual differences 
and reading ab i l i t ie s  and interests*
7* Tine readin^- program should be developed to f i t  
the child instead of trying to ta i lo r  the child 
to f i t  the program*
1 David H* Russell, ChiIdren Learn to Read, (Hew York: 
Ginn and Company, 1949), p. 5.
2 David H* Russell, loc• c i t *
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CHAPTER V 
3ETTIÎIG UP THE FR0GRA1Æ
The bê lnn.in,';];3 of the idea of improving the reading 
program of the Cul’oertson Public Schools began in the 
author’s mind after having participated In a class in 
elementary curriculum in the summer of 1949* As the summer 
progressed he fe l t  a growing realisation of the fact that he 
really knew very l i t t l e  about elementary curriculum and more 
particularly about the proper methods of teaching and ad­
ministering a good reading program, hhen he went back to 
his school that f a l l  he resolved to take some time to do 
some professional reading to help f i l l  this need. During the 
winter he studied David H. Russell's^ Children Learn to Road 
and Teaching Children to Read by Adams, Gray, and Reese.2 He 
also came to realize that the reading program of the Culbert­
son Public Schools needed study and evaluation by himself and 
the teachers. The matter was presented at the next meeting 
of tlie faculty and tlie re was almost unanimous agreement that 
there was need for improvement. I t  was also brought out 
that the school was in need of a new set of basal readers.
In the f i r s t  place, the old readers were almost worn out and 
in the second place i t  seemed to be the opinion of the teachers
^David IÎ. Russell, Children Learn _̂ o Read, (Hew York: 
Ginn and Company, 1949}, pp. 1-386.
2pay Adams, Lillian Cray, and Dora Reese, Teaching 
Children to Read (How York : Tlie Ronald Press Comnanv TTObC 1
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that they lacked the phonetic approach to reading. A cormrilttee 
of three elementary teachers v/as appointed to study and evalu­
ate new basal readers with a view to purchasinn; new materials 
for use the next f a l l .  The administrator assisted the commit­
tee by getting samples of the nev/est and best books available. 
In QUO time they selected a basal readi n g  program which em­
braced a modern approach to the phonetic program of word 
attack. They presented the entire sampling of books to the 
faculty and made their  recommendation for a particular series 
on the basis of the following points.
A. The entire word-attach program of the primary 
grades is geared toward teaching children to 
associate sound and meaning with the printed form 
of words already in their speaking-meaning vocabu­
lary. Children are taught to sound out words for 
themselves, but alv/ays with the idea that when 
they have sounded out the word they are to associ­
ate meaning with i t  and to chock i t s  meaning with 
the sentence in which they encountered i t .
B. In the middle-grade word-attack program, the 
transition is made from sounding out familiar 
words of everyday speech to getting the pronunci­
ation and moaning of words never encountered before. 
Because of the nature of our langua"e, adults are 
not oven sure of sounding out a nev/ word so that
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
tlie y liave correct pronr.nciati on. This, then, calls
for use of the dictionary. That is the major v/ord-
attack emphasis of the middle grades.
G. The program does build up understandings and skills
necessary to pronunciation such as:
1. Some le t te rs  in words in our printed language
may be silent ( e. g . ,  take, knee).
2* Some le t te rs  stand for more than one sound
(e. g ., c in city, cat ; i  in fine, fin, f i r ) .
3. Different le tte rs  may represent the same sound
(e. g . , kettle ,  cat; rush, ocean, nation).
D. The word-attack program doesn’t depend upon phonics
alone. Meaning clues are emphasized from the begin­
ning of reading. Careful scrutiny of word forms 
are taught from the s ta r t .  A thorough program of 
structural analysis is developed from Grade 1 
through Grade 8. Structural analysis is helped
in teaching children to attack new words on the 
basis of root word.s already known (o, g., help, 
helping, helped, unhelpful, helpless, e tc . ) .
E. Tiie program gives the chiIdren many v;ays of getting
new words on their own : using context clues, word-
form clues, phonetic analysts, structural analysis ,
and, finally, the dictionary.
After examining a l l  the books and asking the committee 
a number of questions, the faculty accepted the recommendation 
of the committee in regard to the new basal reading program. 
The books v;ore then ordered accordingly for use the next f a l l .
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HaG ne:ct surnriier the author enrolled in the advanced 
reading v/orkshop at the University. During the workshop he 
came in contact with Dr. Charles Dean, Dr. Earl Denney, and 
Dr. Gwen Hors man and as a result  he received further inspir­
ation to develop a good reading program for the Culbertson 
Public Schools.
YJhen school opened in the f a l l ,  the teachers found 
the supply of new basal readers as well as the accompanying 
Think and Do B o o k s Everyone, students and teachers alike, 
were enthusiastic about the new books.
With this Introduction to the beginnings and gradual 
s tart  of the program, the author will now devote his writings 
to the content of the in-service training of the entire staff, 
Of course, i t  must be remembered that in-service training 
began when the matter of the reading program v/as f i r s t  
presented to the faculty and the committee was appointed 
to study basal readers.
Gray, Arbuthnot, Pooley and Walcott, Tliink and _Dq 
Books, (Chica-'o: Scott, Foresman and GompanyX
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CHAPTER VI
III-SERVI CE TRAIl'IING OE THE STAFF 
MSTÎ.ODS AND PROCEDURES
III the Culhertson Schools, s taff  meetings are held 
each Monday afternoon after school* Tnese meetings are a 
time for relaxation and general "mixing" of a l l  members of 
the faculty* General planning and coordination of the 
school is carried on over a cup of coffee* Many of these 
meetings were devoted — at least in part — to a discussion 
of the reading procedures that follow*
Principles underlying good teaching in any reading 
situation* Generally spealdng, no one has devised a method 
of reading Instruction suitable for a l l  children under a l l  
circumstances* There are, however, certain basic principles 
and procedures of learning which should characterise any 
lesson in any subject field where reading is  taught * Setts^ 
outlines the teacher^ lesson plan for directed reading 
activity as follows:
A* Developing readiness
1* Insuring adequate background of ezcperlence
2* Developin,g working concepts and the new 
vocabulary.
3* Stimulating Interest and identifying a general 
motive for reading*
B* Guiding the f i r s t  silent reading
^Ei.miott Albert Betts, Foundatlons of Reading (Ne\7  York: 
Aznorican B'ook Gom_-.any, 1946), pp* 491-409.
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G* Developing v;ord-recognition sLllls and compre­
hension
D. Rereading -- possibly oral
E. Following up the book reading
1h.is outline mi^dit be revised for use of high school 
teachers of content subjects as follows ;
1. Introduction --  reading readiness for the selection
2. Developing the vocabulary of the selection
3. Establishing the problem or motive for the reading
or study
4. Guiding and extending the in te rp ré ta :lon
5. Encouraging the pupils to apply the ideas and 
information of the selection*
Readiness for the selection. The f i r s t  and most 
Important step of these “irinciples is  that readiness should 
be developed in the introduction of any reading selection*
Hie teacher should help the child to use his ovm experience 
background in approaching the new reading situation* "Readi­
ness at any level seems to depend upon previous achievement 
plus general iimiturity plus orientât! on to the particular 
task at h a n d .  " 2  T i i g  teacher can liolp develop the background 
of experience of the pupils in a number of ways including 
informal discussions, use of worthwhile visual aids, and 
e:ccurslons to places of i nteres t within the community * All 
these and many other ways of developing readiness should be 
used by the teacher in preparing for the reading of the 
selection*
2 David II. Russell, Chil dren Learn to _^ad (hew York : 
1949) 139.
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Developlr.;̂  the vocabulary of the select!on» Vocabulary 
Study, before the reading of the selection, offers valuable 
means of extending and enriching meaning bachgrounrls • Each 
content subject has i t s  own specialised vocabulary wlilch must 
bo developed. Proper development of the words essential to 
the understanding of the selection wn11 promote better 
comprehension and correct interpretation# Here is an 
excellent opportunity to worJc out the new vocabulary in 
contextual s ituations.
Stimulat ing interest -- motive for the problem. Part 
of the readiness approach involves the establishing of a 
well-defined motive or purpose for the reading. Beginning 
v/ith what the pupils already knov/, the teacher should direct 
the class in a discussion which will bring about a desire to 
Imov/ some specific things about the topic# Vie nov/ have 
interest to Imov/ more, or to solve a problem. This should 
stimulate good purposeful reading on the part of the class.
GuW.ing and extending i nterpretation. "To insure 
clear interpretation, the teacher must see that the child 
fully u ti l ises  his own background of exper:'onces as an aid 
in ci’eabing the necessary mental i..iages and emotional re- 
act.1ons,"3 Tiie teacher iTilght do this by conducting a 
discussion of the selection beginning v/ith experiences coimion
^William S, Gray, Ilarion Monroe and hay Hill Arbuthnot, 
Guidebook for People mid Pro-ress (Chica.'o: Scott, Foresman
and Company, 1944) pp. 19-21#
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at least to most of the children. This discussion should 
carry the children Into the atmosphere of tlie selection so 
that they are able to interpret beyond the realm of their 
experiences. This discussion should also serve as a check 
on the effectiveness of the reading in terms of the purpose 
for reading and should point out further needs of the pupils.
Encouraging the pupil to apply ideas and information. 
The final and most important of the principles is  that of 
encouraging the pupil to apply the ideas and information of 
the selection to himself. I t  involves more than v/ord recog­
nition, word meanings and interpretation of the selection.
I t  does involve the Reactlon of the student to the ideas of 
the selection. I t  Involves his Evaluation■of the materials 
read, and the Integratlon of the new ideas with his past 
e::perlences. In other vjords, what has happened to the child 
and the development of his thinking as a result of the reading 
experience?
READITG READI::ES3
Reading readiness for beginning pupils. V.hen school 
bells ring this f a l l ,  there will be about 2,500,000 children 
entering the American public schools for their f r s t  day of 
instruction. These l i t t l e  tots are a l l  indiv;’duals wlth 
varying capacities, needs, achievor.ents, interests,  personal­
i t ie s  and a b i l i t ie s .  Education today recognises those
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Individual différences and tr ies  to adjust Instruction to 
meet the ab il i t ie s  of the pupil. Zach teacher has In her 
classroom children v;ith a v;lde ranre of reading readiness*
I t  is Important that these children do not begin to read 
until they are able. Uils capability depends on four 
factors of development v/hlch are as follows : mental,
physical, social, and emotional readiness as well as a rich 
background of experience and ab ili ty  in language expression.
lienta1 maturlty. The chronological age of the child 
has been the chief basis for admission to school. Host 
schools s t i l l  admit children almost entirely on this basis.
II ont ana school law<i provides tiiat the school shall be open to 
admission for a l l  children between the ages of six and twenty- 
one years. However, most schools admit students on the basis 
of the age of six by January 1st, following the opening of 
school. Are children v/ith chronological ages ranging from 
five years eight months to six years ready to read? Reading 
specialists would almost a l l  agree that the best reading 
instruction cannot be made at that age. Tliey would also 
state that the . .cntal age of the child is a j.iore accurate 
inihicakion of roadiness for reading than the chronological 
age. hhile reading specialists differ, "many have accepted 
the mental a-e of six and a half as the ago level when reading
4 School Lav/3 of the State of hontann (Helena, State 
department of Publ.LC nstructlon, 19a-0 p. S2.
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could înost succeccTully b@ Introduced. I.Iorplict and '.ïasliourne  ̂
in a study published in 1951 conclude that by postponing the 
teaching of reading un ti l  children reach the mental age of 
six and one-half years, teachers can greatly decrease the 
chances of failure and discourage lent and can correspondingly 
increase their efficiency.
In evaluating these statements, i t  must be kept in 
mind that mental age is just one of the factors in determining 
reading readiness. However, the reading specialists agree 
that i t  is probably in most cases the most accurate single 
deteriiihner of the child* s readiness to learn to read. If  
this is true i t  becomes highly desirable to give every child 
an intelligence tes t  before reading instruction is begun.
Hie f oil owing are accepted as reliable tests v/hich are usable 
at this age level for group testing:
1. The Detroit Beginning First Grade Intelligence Tost 
time, 30 minutes -- cost, 25 copies ;'^1.40.
2. Pintner Cunningham Primary Test
time, 25 minutes -- cost, 25 copies ,^1.55.
3. California Tost of I.Iental Inaturi ty - Pro-Primary 
Series
time, two 45-minute periods -- cost 25 copies 
1)1.50.
4. Otis Pr:'mary Intelli . once Bxamination 
time, 40 minutes — cost, 25 copies „1.45.
5. Cole Vincent School Bntrants Btcaziiination
time, 20-50 minutes -- cost, 25 copies, ,,'1.50*
 ̂ Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, and Dora Hoese, Teaching 
1 Idren to Bead (Ilev/ York: Hie Ronald Pross, 1949 p. I l l ,
Babel V. Borphet and Carbton './ashburne, hhon Sliould
Bead (Blementary/ School J o u r nal Vol. 3 1 .
TprrrTni - '
On______
6 mi*• "1  ̂Z"' 1
06 -503
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G. KùLilman. Anderson In te l l i  once Te st s - First grade 
f:'rst semester
time, 35 minutes — cost, 25 copies •j l̂.65*
Individual tes ts  of intelligence are knorai to be more 
reliable tiiaTi group t e s t s . Hov/ever, th.077- are mucli more dif 
cult to administer and should not bo given by tlie classroom 
teacher unless she has had much practice or training vnlth the 
particular t e s t . The use of the individual test  is important 
in re-tasting for accuracy of measure and in guiding pupils 
who seem to be problem cases. The following are the two most 
widely used tests of this type:
1. Minnesota Pre-school Scale - Cost ;)14«50 for test
kit
2. Stanford-Iinot Scales - Cost ,;1G «75 for test
kit
Heading readiness t e s t s . Heading readiness tests are 
also an important part of the b e g in . . in g  reading program. 
Before they are given, the teacher should guide and give 
instruction for a number of \/eeks in preparatory reading. 
McKeê  l i s t s  seven ma j or fields of instruction for this 
period of preparation. Hiey are :
1. Providing pupils v/ith real, varied, and rich 
experiences essential to gotting the meaning 
from the material to be read
2. Training in the abili ty  to do problematic tlil nl-zing
3. Training in the speaking of simple Bnglioh 
sentences
4. TLie development of a wide speaking vocabulary
5. Training in accurate enunciation and pronunciation
7 Paul McKee, Heading and Literature in the Elementary 
I ou girt on hi f  i l i  n ~0 ora pa ny , T Ü 2 Z T ~  pf. 'Jd-lOü.
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G. 'Hie dovelopr.aent of the desire to read
7* Training in the keeping of a series of ideas in 
the inind in ti.eir proper sequence
During this period preparation, the teacher vrill 
observe the developeient of the pupils in those fields and 
direct ac tiv it ies  to proiuote ;:ro'.vth in them. Hie follov/ing 
are suggested Reading Readiness Tests which might be given at 
this time;
1. Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test 
cost 25 copies yl.G5
2. Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Test 
cost 25 copies p i.25
3* Gates Reading Readiness Tests 
cost 25 copies ,?1.25
4. Monroe Reading Aptitude Test 
cost 25 copies ^1.35
5. Tlie Van 7/agenen Reading Readiness Test
cost 25 copies .75 (this ? s an individual test)
rhysical development and health . Good health is 
essential to good learning. 'The cliild v/ho is suffering from 
malnutrition, lack of sleep or res t,  chronic cold, throat or 
ear infection, cannot do good work. The teacjier should be 
a le r t  at a l l  times for signs of fatigue and spmptoms of sick­
ness.
Reading demands that visual stimuli should be received 
for intererotation. Good vision is  important in learning to
® Marian Monroe, Children Vaio Cannot Read (Chicago 
University of Chicago Press, 1932.
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read. I.Ionroe'  ̂ stated that 23 per cent of the reading disabil­
i ty  cases have vision d if f icu l t ie s .  The teacher should be 
familiar v;ith reliable tests for vision, line follov/ing tliree 
tests are widely used;
1. Snellen Letter Cliarts
2. Lames Sye Test — Ttcaminers k i t  ÿ4.40. World Book
G ompany
3. Betts Ready to Read Test, Set of Materials ;;67.50, 
hey8tone View Co., lieadville, Penn.
Good hearing is also an important factor in reading 
readiness. Ttie child f i r s t  learns to attach meanings to 
symbols by means of the spoken word. The teacher should be 
familiar w'.th the whisper test  and the watch tick tes t.
These are not very accurate measures but can be used to help 
place pupils who have hearing d iff icu lties  in the front seats. 
Tine Betts Ready to Read tests include exercises which the 
teacher can follow to measure tine child's ab il i ty  to perceive 
and fuse sounds. The audiometer is an Instrument used for the
most reliable hearing check. I t  is an expensive machine but
can be operated by the teacher i f  i t  is available.
Social and emotional. In addition to mental and 
physical development a child should be well developed in 
personality before being confronted witli the reading prograiu. 
T.ne teacher can do a lot to assist  the beginning pupil to 
adjust himself to the school situation. She must make him
8 -
11 n i v e  r>
I.Tarian lionroe, Clilldren bho Cannot Read (Ohicago: 
si of* (ihi^ago Press, 1932.
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feel that he is  welcome and that she accepts and likes hl î*
She must help him to Toel that he is a part of the group; 
that he belongs to the group.
Heading readiness for grades two through tv;eIve. Just 
as reading readiness is  important at the primary level, so i t  
also has i t s  place a l l  through the school. In beginning to 
work with the new program everg-- room began i t s  work with & 
basal reader of the grade lower. For instance, the second 
grade began with the f i r s t  grade reader; the fourtli grade 
began with the third grade reader; and even the ninth grade 
spent some time with the eiglith grade readers. I f  we are to 
accept the idea that every child should work at his level, 
we would, of course, go even further than th is .  V/e miglit 
have a third grade student — yes, several third grade stu­
dents — working at the f i r s t  grade reader level, etc.
The placement of the books one grade higher than that 
for which they ware supposedly v/ritten is to provide readi­
ness for the s ta r t  of the new term. All the children e:cpori- 
ence some loss of vocabula 'gr and reading abili ty  over the 
sumr.ier months. Tills readiness period in an easier level book 
will help them to begin the new term at once with a feeling 
of accomplishment and achievement.
VOCAkULAHY DHmiLOhlZIIT
Siglit vocabulary. In beginning to learn to read, the 
child becomes familiar with symbols of words v/hich are already
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
FACTORS THAT lîIFLUTÎRCS KSADIRG RRAD: 
AT TI-IS FRE-RSASr::G LR-'/ZL
ESS'
Sl̂ VIRC TRIER T L'ATURATIOTT
1. Language spoken in the L. Chronological Age
home 3. Mental Maturity
2. Read'ng situation in the 5. Emotional Maturity
home I. Social Maturity
3. Stability in the home 3. ihysical Status:
4. Range of experience 'ïealth. Vision,
provided by; Hearing, eye-handed
(a) Home dominance
(b) Community agents 3. Speech
5. Home-school cooperation
OBJECTIVES FOR IRLIDIFZSS TO READ
1. Breadth of experience.
2. Language development :
Adequate use of English: speaking vocabulary rate
enunciation and pronunciation, use of English sentences.
Comprehension of English: meaningful concepts, under­
standing and interpretation of stories heard, of con­
versation, of pictures, of oral directions, and appli­
cation of ideas to problems.
3. Audio-Visual-motor sk ills :  visual and auditory d iscri­
mination, sound blending, oscular motor control, direc­
tional orientation, visual-auditory control.
4. Study sk ills :  simple library skills and desirable v;ork 
habits •
5. Personal-Social adaptability: care of self, satisfactory
T'artic 1 pation v/ith a group, desire to read, wider and 
deeper interests ,  desirable a t t i tudes , s tab ili ty  and self 
confidencG.
 ̂ Lue 11a Cole, Tlie Elementary School Subjects (Few 
York: Rinehart and Com «any. Inc., 1046T, p. 144.
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In Ills speaking vocabulary. All cliildren do net cone to 
school v/ltli the sane speaking vocabulary. This is one of 
the factors which the teacher needs to keep in mind during 
the period of reading readiness. Along with the child’s 
speaking vocabulary also cone word neanings; meanings wliich 
the child has developed as a result of his particular hone 
situation and environnent. "One of the f i r s t  instructional
jobs of the teacher is the development of a sight vocabulary 
adequate to insure some independence in reading."10 The 
teachers should be familiar with the Basic Siglit Vocabulary 
of 220 V/ords developed by Dr. 2. VI, Dolch.H Dr. Dolch 
contends that these words make up about 50 to 75 per cent 
of a l l  reading matter. 'The average pupil will probably 
recognize about 100 of these by the end of the f i r s t  grade. 
Host of the l i s t  will be recognised by the best pupils at 
the end of the second grade and by the average pupils at 
the end of the third grade.
DOLOII* S BASIC SIGHT VCGA3TTLARY 02 220 'VORDS 
a a l l  and as away
about always any aslc be
afte r  am are at because
an around ate been
Emmett, Albert Betts, Boundati ons of Reading Ins true- 
t ion . (Chicago: Tlie American Book Company, 134G j p. 577.
11 E. VI, Dolch, A lianual for Remedial Reading. 
(CTnampaign: 'The Garrard Press, 1045 J up. 438-442.
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before
best
better
big
black
b Itie
both.
bring
br oivn
but
buy
by
call
came
can
carry
clean
cold
c orae
coaid
cut
did
do
does
done
don* t
doY/n
draw
drink
eat
eight
every
fa l l
far
fast
find
f i r s t
five
fly
for
f ound
four
fr cm
full
funny
gave
gee
S:LV8
go
goes
c o i n g
good
got
green
groT/
had
has
have
he
help
her
here
him
his
hold
hot
how
hurt
I
i f  
in 
nto 
1 s 
i t  
i t s  
jump 
just 
keep
kind
Icnow
laugh
let
light
like
l i t t l e
live
long
look
made
make
many
may
me
much
must
my
myself
never
no
not
now
of
off
old
on
once
one
only
open
or
our
out
o v e r
own
pick
play
please
pretty
pull
put
ran
read
red
ride
right
run
said
saw
say
see
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seven take those very white
shall te l l three walk who
she ten to want why
show thank t  oday warm will
sing that together v/as wi sh
s i t the too v/ash work
six their try we would
sleep them two well write
small than under went yellow
so there until v/ero yes
some these up what you
soon they upon v/he n your
s ta r t think us whe re
atop this use whi ch
V/ord attack clues. Dur lag tlie period of learrilng 
the sight vocabulary, the children should be assisted in 
learning the meanings of v/ords in connection v/ith accompany­
ing pictures. This results in the use of picture clues. In 
addition to this they should begin to get word raoanings as a 
result of the meaning derived from the context of the selec­
tion. I t  is important that the teacher provide the children 
v;ith opportunities to read meaningful materials so that they 
are able to develop the ab il i ty  to use context clues. From 
the very beginning practice should be provided for careful 
scrutiny of the structure of words. Tlie children should be 
tauglit to note likenesses and differences in word structure.
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Thus tlie cliildren should loarn. to begin to use structural 
clues. These are soiuetines called clues of gross configur­
ation.
Phonetic Attack. After the beginning i*eader has 
acquired a snail stock of sight v/ords, and as he learns to 
use picture clues, content clues, and structural clues, he 
should begin to acquire sk i l l  in systematic methods of 
attacking new v/ords through phonetic analysis. Rionetic 
analysis is primarily a process of associating appropriate 
sounds v;ith the printed v/ord forms. I t  is a technique for 
pronouncing words by sound units. By studying the relation­
ship betv/een le t te rs  or le t te r  combinations, and the sounds 
they ropresent, the child v/ill acquire another aid to v/ord 
recognition.
Use of dictionarrr. ‘hie use of the dictionary uuight 
begin in the la t te r  part of the second or early third grade. 
Its use at this level, howev'er,v/ill be limited to looking 
up word meanings. Simplified picture dictionaries are 
pub 11 S'ved and can be purchased for use by the children at 
tills level. the use of the dictionary is a major method of 
word attack in the fourth, f if th ,  and sixth grades. Grayir 
l i s t s  three types of sk ills  which might be developed in the
12
’.Villiam 3. Gray, _Cn Their (hvn in Reading. (Chicago; 
Scott, Roresmall and Company, 1943) p. 109.
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uce of tlie dictionary at these levels. Hie y are :
A* Location skills
3. Pronunciation skills
C. koaning skills
Versatility of attack inportant. Gates^runs tlie whole
word attack program up nicely in the following quotation:
"Not one of these methods is entirely undesirable 
and fu t i le ,  but rarely is  any one altogether sufficient* 
The best equipment consists of the abili ty  to use them 
a l l ,  coupled with a good sense of their applicability 
to the special case. The best pupils are versatile,  
tending to try to recognize the word as a whole from the 
context and , eneral form. Failing in th is ,  they will 
attempt to find familiar large units ; then they may try 
to discover syllables or phonograms and finally study 
le t te rs  or small le t te r  combinations. TLne difficulties  
in word recognition come rainly from relying exclusively 
on one method, especially a method inappropriate to the 
pupil ' 0  l inguistic ab ili ty  at the time."
COilPRSilENSIOH 
Comprehension is  really more than the sum total of 
a l l  the mechanics of the reading program. However, compre- 
hension should develop along with word recognition, word 
meanings, and the interp"otation of sentences uaragraphs, and 
selections of reading. Comprehension is more than acquiring 
and understanding the thoughts of the printed page* I t  should
13 ArtTcjur I .  Gates, hanual of Directi ons for Gates 
Primary Heading Tests. (How York: Teachers College, Coliambia
university, 19431 üpT 25-26*
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Involve tlie reaction of tlie student to the ideas of the 
selection. I t  should involve his n-iakinj comparisons to 
other readings and experiences of the past. I t  should in­
volve his evaluatlon of the materials and the integration of 
the new ideas with his past experiences.
Gray and his associates!'^ l i s t  the following skills 
as basic to comprehension and the organization of ideas:
A. Making inferences and anticipating events and 
out c ome s from:
1. Pictures
2. A series of details
O # r/hat has happened
4. IVhat characters do and say
B. Recognizing time, place, and idea sequence
C. Identifying and recalling main ideas
D. noting and recalling details
S. Comparing and contrasting
?. Classifying and generalising 
G. Following directions
IT. Git nig passages to verify an opinion or to prove 
a point
I ,  Interpreting maps, diagrams, and charts 
J. Recognising relationships
1. Time and place
2. Cause and effect
3. Relevant -- irrelevant
4. Analogous
l^hilliam S. Gray, Marion Monroe, May Mill Arbubhnob, 
The Admi nl s t ra t i  on handbook on i^eadin.g (Cliicago: Scott
Forosman and Co., 1950-;;- p. 13.
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K. Drav/ln  ̂ concli:sions and making judgnient8 by 
1" Reflecting on essential ideas
2. T.'eighing facts, evaluating ideas 
3* Holding up judgment on facts 
4* Fusing ideas from many sources 
L. Summarizing and organizing ideas
1. In sequence
2. Under main beads
3. In outline form
4. In chart form
!!• Locating information
1. Using table of contents
2. Using encyclopedias
3. Using index (including cross references and 
abbreviations)
4. Using guides to authors and materials ( e . g., 
Readers Guide, card catalogs, e t c . )
CLASSIFYIUG PUPILS III REGARD TO READUIG USFDS -- xIOCII GRGUPIIK
beginning pupils in the f i r s t  grade vary in degree of 
readiness for beginning r e a d i n g . T h e  odservant f i r s t  grade 
teacher knov.'s that the pupils of her beginning class vary 
greatly from one another and are not equally ready for 
instruction in beginning reading. During the f i r s t  four or 
five v/eeks the teacher v/ill be concerned about developing 
readiness of a l l  the children. During this time she should
Of. Confer, pp. 14-19.
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be constantly obs e r v i ng and beIpin;; the children tec one 
accuatorned to th e  classroom. About the end of the fourth 
or f i f th  week, she will probably feel that the class Is 
ready to be riven a readiness te s t .  The Metropolitan 
Readiness Test is a pood one to use. üiis should be followed 
with an intellipence te s t .  Ihe Otis Primary Intelligence 
Hlxam-ination is very suitable, with these three evaluations, 
namely, the teacher's observations, reading readiness tes t  
scores, and intelligence test results , the teacher should be 
able to group the children in their f i r s t  teiaporary reading 
groups. Sie will probably conclude that she has throe groups 
of students which AdamsG classifies as follows:
1. Mature group A - this group could s ta r t  out in 
the pre-prii.ior and move riglit along.
2. Average group B - this group could start  on the 
pre-primer but might move along at onl%r a
noderate rate «
3 .  Immature group G - Tinis group needs more reading 
readiness because i t s  members are not mature 
enough to succeed in reading.
The teacher, of course, will not use these 'names when 
dealing with the children but will call them f i r s t ,  second, 
and third (jroups. She may also call them Brownies, hives, 
and fa i r ie s .  I t  must be emphasised that tiiose groupings are 
temporary and tine groups must alv;ays be flo::ible so that the 
children may be shifted from one group to anothmr as their 
achievement and needs vary.
IG Fay Adams, Lillian Cray and Lora Loose, Teaching 
Childron to Read, (Few York: The Ronald Press Commair', 1S40)
p. 171.
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General /,ronnin;T f  or the o the r grades . As children 
progress higher in the grades, their individnal differences 
bo cone more prononnced. This is  true also of their general 
achievement and their reading ab ili ty .  For example, a teacher 
in the sixth grade might have a class in v/hich the poorest 
reader might not read any better than an average fourth grade 
child. At the other extreme, the best reader may road as 
well as an average student in the f i r s t  year of high school. 
Here we have a problem of reading range in a classroom ex­
tending over about six grade levels, TLiis situation requires 
the expert planning and guidance of a well-trained and 
experienced teacher. I t  is folly to think of meeting the 
needs of the children by dividing the class into two reading 
levels --  those who are able to read sixth grade level 
materials and those v/ho cannot, i: evert he less , this sort of 
grouping has been too common in many of our schools. The 
wise teacher will probably evaluate the pupils in terms of 
the following before making temporary groupings of her room;
1, Observation of the study habits of the pupils as 
v/ell as both silent and oral reading a b i l i t ie s ,
2, Examine the cumulative records of the school 
including general achievement, standardised test 
results ,  and past reading record of the student,
3, Note the results of Infirmai reading tests which 
the teacher might device herself.
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After considaring the above three factors, the teacher 
will probably divide the class Into three or fonr groups. 
There are very few classrooms which should have less than 
three groups. Tlie range of this particular sixth grade 
indicates that i t  should probably be divided into four 
groups which might be as follov/s:
1. Group A --  Accelerated students -- Thie students
in this group should be guided and directed in
doing much independent reading at their own level. 
Their reading should be carefully selected and 
should be of the type that will broaden their 
experience background at this level. 'These 
students might also be used as helpers in 
developing the pupils of groups G and D.
2. Group 3 -- Normal readers — This will probably 
be the largest group of th e  class. Their need is 
for continued emphasis on good developmental 
reading.
3. Group C — Slow learners — This group should
involve a smaller number of students and is
probably made up, for the moot part, of students 
whose retardation is due primarily to low I .
TLieir needs are for adjustment of materials and 
continued emphasis, of the reading skills a t  their 
level of achievement.
4. Group D —- Remedial cases -- normally this rroup 
should be a very small part of the p u p i ls  of the
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class* The se students iv3.ll deriand individual 
attention and /guidance in terms of correction of 
the reading d iff icu lties  which are causing the 
retardation in development of reading abili ty .
I t  must be remembered that children are different and 
as a result every class is d ifferent. I t  follows then that 
there can be no hard and fast pattern of grouping for a l l  
classes. The teacher will have observe carefully and 
evaluate her students in determining how to group them to 
best meet their needs. Even then she must remember that 
groups should only be temporary and should remain flexible 
at a l l  times*
lEADIKCr FOR EîTJOYhEÎIT - -  FREE READIÎIG
Every school should have a program to encourage the 
ch.:. Id re n to do some free reading or reading for enjoyment 
and recreation* Basic, of course, to this is a supply of 
books in a school library or in room lib rar ies .  Probably 
the most suitable arrangement is the room library or room 
library table. On i t  the teacher can display a vari.ety of 
books suitable for the children of her room, host authori­
ties agree that books for free reading should be about one 
grade level lov/er than the level of instruction. Time should 
be provided in the class schedule for the children to select 
books and for the teacher to helpi -uide the pupils in the 
selection of books su:table to their in terest and reading
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level. Time should also be provided for the chllnrcn to do
some free reading during the school day. Host schools
encourap-e the children to take the books home for further 
reading. Stone^’̂ l i s t s  the following teacher aims for this 
type of a program of free reading:
1. To stimulate a desire on the part of each child 
to read independently for the more joy of i t .
2. To develop the habit of regular, independent, 
recreative reading of varied and desirable types.
3. To provide opportunities for the children to 
obtain materials for recreative reading to be 
done during spare time at school and possibly at 
home also.
4. To provide experiences in selecting, withdrawing, 
and return]ng books as a step leading to the use
of the school and public l ib raries.
5. To provide opportunities for a certain amount of 
browsing as a preliminary to book selection.
6. To determine the guidance needs of the children 
with respect to their habits of reading and what 
they read.
Some teachers like to have a simple form v/hich allows 
the child to report the books which he has read. dray and 
Vdiippls^^ have v/orkod out a simple card v/hich might serve as 
a model. Ttiis card apivears on the following page.
To stimulate interest in the free reading progr.am, 
teachers someti.r.ies keep a wall chart to record the nuvlber of 
books read by each child. Children love to have others see 
that tlzey are via king a good record. In addition uO this tlie
Gray, Y/illiam 3. and Gertrude Vliinnle, Improving 
Instruc t i  on i^ Reading, (Chicago: Tl\o University of Chicago
'free sT* X956T P* 35 .
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I1:D3PE3D3::T EZAEIEG RECORD
!♦ Title of book .....................................................................................................................
2 • Author...................................................................................................................................................
3. Your name  ..................................  A.cr.e . . 3oy or Girl . . . .
4. School..................................................Grade . • • Teacher..............................  . •
5* Check the statement below which te l l s  where you yot the bool:.
________ At school ________ At home
________ From the p u b l i c ________I borrowed i t
library
6. Clieck the words which t e l l  how much of the book you read..
________All ________ Fart of i t
7. Check the statement in each column v/hich yives your opinion 
of the book.
_________ One of the best books I ever read _________ Too easy
 A ,'sood book, I like i t  ________ Just about
_________ Not very Interesting; riyht
________ I don't like I t  ________ A l i t t l e  hard
________ Too hard
8. On the back of the card write a note to your teacher tclllnr; 
her why you like or do not like this book.
CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION
V O L U N T A R Y  R E A D I N G  P R O G R A Y
of the 
Culbertson Public Schools
Tnis is  to ce r t ify  t h a t ______________________________ , a student
in t h e _yrade, has narticinatod in the Voluntary
Readiny Pro ram of our school. .Tie has read a to ta l  of
books duriny the school berm of 195 - 195 •
Teacher
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sch-ool recor^iilze the pupj.la v;ho have done much Indepen­
dent reading by rewarding them with a certificate something 
like the one on the lower half of the preceding pare.
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EVALUATION 0? 'THE PROORAE
Elementary school. About the only objective way to 
deternrjne the effectiveness of this type of proyram Is to 
measure the attainment of the pupils. Measurement of reading 
ab ili t ies  of the pupils was made on December 12, 1950. Ixie 
Gates Basic Reading te s ts ,  form 1, v;ere used. A second 
testing was made five months later on Kay 10, 1951. The 
Gates Basic Reading tests,  form 2, were used at this time.
The averaf;es or mean grade-equivalents ware found for each 
group and were used as a central measure upon which to make 
reneral comparisons. Une results are tabulated in tables 
II I ,  V, VII, IX, XI, XIII, and XV. Ihese tables indicate 
the mean grade levels of attainment at the tv/o different 
time of testing. In addition to this they indicate the 
mean grade level of improvement for each phase of reading 
for each class. Further computation^ will show that the mean 
grade level of improvement for a l l  151 pupils of grades II 
throurh VIIT was .009 of a grade in a period of five months.
A five-month period should resu lt  in normal attainmiont equal 
to about .555 of a ^rade. I f  this is subtracted from the 
actual îiiean attainment of .969 wo find that the mean a t ta in ­
ment of the group was .414 of a grs.de above normal attainment 
for this period of time, If  we include the f i r s t  grade In 
our calculations we find the mean attainment of the group to 
be .505 of a grade above normal for the five-month period.
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In addition to nieasnrlnr the reading ab il i t ie s ,  tlie 
general a ch iev em en t  of the group was also measured. Ilie  
Metropolitan Achievement testa were uaed for this purpose. 
Form R v;as given the group on October 20, 1950. A second 
testing v/as made on May 15, 1951, using form S. liie 
averages or mean grade-equivalents were found for each group 
and v/ere used as the central measure upon which to make 
general comparisons. Hia results are tabulated in tables 
I I ,  IV, VI, V I I I ,  X ,  X I I ,  and XIV and XVI. These tables 
indicate the mean grade levels of attainment at the two 
different times of testing. In addition to this they 
indicate the mean grade level of improvem.ent in each of the 
subjects of the elementary school, for each class. Further 
computation^ shows that the mean grade level of improvement 
for a l l  151 pupils of grades I I  through V III  v/as 1.004 of 
a grade in a period of seven months. A seven-month period 
should bring normal attainment equal to about .777 of a 
grade. I f  this is subtracted from the actual mean attain- 
ment of 1.004, we find that the mean attainment of the group 
was .227 of a grade above normal. If  we include the f i r s t  
grade in our calculations we f i n d  bhe moan attainment of the 
group to be .391 of a grade above normal for a seven-month 
period.
 ̂ Appendix, pp. 57-60,
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Til Hi scliool» Hie scope of tlie study In lilpli school 
was limited to the development of vocabulary# Measurement 
of the vocabulary of the pupils was made on hovember 6, 1950, 
The Michigan Vocabulary Profile tests ,  form AM, v/ere used.
A second testing was made about six months later on May 17, 
1951. The Michigan Vocabulary Profile tests ,  form EM, were 
used at tliis time. The average percentile standings were 
found for each group and v/ere used as a measure upon v/hich 
to make comparisons. Tlie results are tabulated in tables 
XVII, XVIII, XIX, and ICC. These tables indicate the mean 
percentile standings at the two different times of testing. 
In addition to this they indicate the mean uercentile 
standings In eacTi of the eight different vocabulary division: 
of subject matter. Further computation^ shows that the mean 
percentile level for the sixty-six high school pupils 
increased from 53.30 to 62.34 in a period of about six 
months.
S ta t is t ica l  evaluation. Since the results were based 
upon the difference between t w o  m e a n s ,  i t  wa.s fe lt  t h a t  a 
sampling of t h e  f l n d i r m - - 3  s h o u l d  be checked s 'catis  fcically to 
determine the re l ia b i l i ty  of the measure. All calculât!ons^ 
for this a r e  b a s e d  -pon the tests ;'iven the fourth grade 
class.
Auoendix, p. 65.
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TLiô calculations indicated the following :
Metropolitan Aoïiievement tes t  ;
Date of test ; Standard Dev. Prob. Error
IIov. 6, 1950 1.126 .1518
May 15, 1951 1.086 .1465
The probable error difference = .211
Ttie c r i t ica l  ra tio  *=4.6
Hiis indicates that the chances are almost certain
that a true difference, greater than zero, exists
between the tv;o means.
Gates Reading test ;
Date of te s t ; Standard Dev. Prob . Error
Dec. 12, 1950 1.654 .213
May 10, 1951 2.18 .283
The probable error difference = .533
The c r i t ica l  ra tio  « 2.9
Tliis indicates that the chances are 97 out of 100
that a true difference, greater than zero, exists
between the two moans.
The above s ta t is t ic s  indicate that the difference 
between the two ;:eans is significant.
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TABLE I
KEAE GRADE LE'/ELS OF F;7SilTY-THREE, FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
OF THE CULBERT30H PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPOH 
THE HGRI.IS FOR THE GATES PRIHARY xREADIHG TEST
Date Word Sentence Paragraph. Average
of Recognition Reading Reading Reading
Test Grade
May 16, 
1951
2.20 2.27 2.41 2.29
TABLE II
YEAH GRADE LEVELS OF T.VEHTY-THREE, FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
OF THE CULBERTSOH PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPOH 
THE HOmiS FOR THE YETROPOLITAl'I AGHIEVEHEHT TEST
Date
of
Test
Word
Picture
W ord' 
Re c og.
v/ord
Meaning
Average
Reading
Humbers
Average 
Gr'd. 
Ac'h t .
May 15, 
1951
2.33 1.92 2.16 2.16 2.10 2.25
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TA3LE III
I,CZAR GRADE LEVELS OP PwEITTY, SEC Oil D GRADE PUPILS 
OF THE COLBERTSOU PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPON 
THE NORHS FOR THE GATES PRIPLIRY READING TEST
Date V/ord Sentence 
of Recognition Reading 
Test
Avera.ge
Reading
Grade
May 10, 3.07 3.29 
1951
3.18
Dec. 12, 2.54 2.59 
1950
2.56
Improvement .53 .70 
5 months
.62
TABLE IV
MEAN GRADE L.2VELS OP TWENTY, SECOND GRADE PUPILS 
OP THE CULBERTSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPON 
THE NORMS FOR THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Date Average
of Reading Vocab. Aritli. Arith. Spelling Grade
Test fund. probd, ___________ A c 'h t ,
I;!ay 15, 3.51
1951
3.28
Oct.20, 2.59 2.19
1950
2.99
2.10
3.05
2.25
2.86
2.00
3.14
3.23
Improvement .92 
7 months
1.09 .89 .80 .86 ,91
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TABLE V
MEAN GRADE LETZLS OP T̂ .'/SITTY FOUR, THIRD GRADE PUPILS
OF THE GULBZRTSOU PUBLIC SCHOOLS, EASED UPGR THE
RORIIS OF THE GATES ADVANCED PRIMARY READING TEST
42
Date
of
Test
Word
Recognition
Paragraph
Reading
Average
Reading
Grade
May 15, 
1951
4.25 5.01 4.63
Dec. 12, 
1950
3.57 4.36 3.96
Improvement 
5 months
.68 .65 .67
TABLE VI
MEAN GRADE LEVELS OF T.7ENTY FOUR, THIRD GRADE PUPILS 
OF THE CULBERTSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPON THE 
NORMS OF THE METROPOLITAN ACIÎIEVEI.HNIT TEST
"Date Read- ŸocalT. 5FTtEine''tTc Lângë SpeITN Average 
of ing f-und* prob s. TJgago ing Grade
Teat Ac'h t.
May 15, 5.35 4.87 4.13 4.30
1951
4.57 4.60 4.63
Oct. 20, 3.94 3.70 2.71 3.20 2.90 3.13 3.29
1950
Improve- 1.41 
me at 
7 month a
1.03 1.4: 1.10 1.58 1.47 1.34
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TABLE V II
I.ÎSAL GRADE LE VIL 8 OF Vf/ERTY F IV E , FOURTH GRADS PUPILS
OF THE CULBERTSOH PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPON THE
LORES OF THE GATES BASIC READING TEST
"Date €6 K* dg. fo R' Ug. to ’ R>dg* to Average
of appreciate predict tin de re tan. d note reading
Test gen*l. sig* outcome precise details grade
____________of paragraph, of events directions_________________________
May 10, 
1951
Dec. 12, 
1950
Improvement 
5 months
4.60
4.51
.09
4.95
4.17
.78
6.63
5.71
.92
7.08
4.67
2.41
5.81
4.76
1.05
TABLE VIII
MEAN GRADE LEVELS OF T.VENTY FI /̂E, FOURTH GRADE PUPILS 
OF THE CULBERTSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPON THE 
NORMS OF THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Date
of
Test
R'dg.
May 15, 5.78 6.24
1951
Oct. 20, 5.36 4.65
1950
Vocab. Arithmetic
fund. probs
5.45
4.30
5.56
4.50
Lang. Spell- Average 
Usage Ing Grade
Ac >lit.
5.73
4.81
5.37
4.71
5.69
4.72
Improve­
rrent 
7 months
.42 1.59 .95 1.16 o p .66 .97
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TABLE IX
ÎJEAîî GRADE LEVELS OP NIUETEEL, FIFTH OR.IDE PUPILS 
OF THE CULLERTSOII PUBLIC SCHOOLS EASED U P O N  
TEE NORMS OF THE GATES BASIC READING TEST
Date
of
Test
R’dg. to H’cg. to 
appreciate predict 
gen’1. s ig . ontcome 
of paragraph of events
R•dg. to R'dg. to 
understand note 
precise details 
directions
Av ’ p: .
r ’ dg. 
grade
Hay 10, 
1951
5.64 5.27 7.62 6.56 6 .27
Dec. 12, 
1950
5.26 5.65 7.58 5.37 5.96
Improve­
ment 
5 months
.38 -.33 .04 1.29 .31
TABLE X
MEAN GRADE LE’/ELS OF NINETEEN, FIFTH GRADE PUPILS 
OF T̂:E CULBERTSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS BASED UPON THE 
NORMS OF THE METROPOLITAN ACHISVEHENT TEST
Date Ari time tic  
of Vocab. probs. Geog. 
Test fund. Eng. L it. H ist.
Sci­
ence
Spell.
Hay 10, 5 
1951
.35 5.57 5.98 5.90 5.73 5.10 6.56 5.76 6.11 5.66
Oct. 20,5 
1950
.53 5.10 4.83 4.S3 4.76 5.27 5.29 5.61 5.75 5.18
Improve­
ment - 
7 mon til 8
.32 .47 1.15 1.07 .97 -.17 1.27 .15 .36 .43
Av.
r r 'd .
ac * v t .
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TABLE XI
MEA'rl GRADE LEVELS OF r.VEL'TY SEVE;., SIXTH GRADE PUPILS 
OP THE CULESRTSO:: PUBLIC SCROOLS, BASED UPON
THE ::oRi;:s of t:is  g a t e s  b a s i c  r s a d ii ' g t e s t
"bate R'dl?!. to H’ dg• to R'd^« to R'dg, to Av’g•
of appreciate predict understand note r 'c 'r .
Test gen 'l, sig, outcome precise details grade
____________of paragraphs of events directions_______________________
May 10, 5.42 5.94 9.11 7.09 6.89
1951
Dec. 12, 5.80 5.15 7.82 6.40 6.29
1950
Improvement -.38 .79 1.29 .69 .60
5 mon til s
TABLE XII
mean grade LÊ /ELS OF T’.'.'EMTY SEVEN, SIXTH GRADE PUPILS 
OF THE CULBERTSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPON 
THE NORMS OF THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Date R'dg. iiritlimetic Sci- Avo.
of Vocab. probs. Hist. ence G'rd.
Te 31__________________f und. Eng. L it.______Go eg .______Spel l .  __
May 10, 7.48 6.77 7.96 7.71 7.58 6.99 7.22 3.80 8.32 6.48 7.53 
1951
Oct.20, 6.21 6.15 6.14 6.85 7.07 5.16 6.37 6.37 7.32 6.02 6.36 
1950
Improve­
ments 1.27 .62 1.82 .86 .51 1.83 .05 2.43 1.00 .46 1.17
7 months
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TABLE X I I I
HEAL GRADE LEVELS ÛF ilXIISTEEIÎ, SEVER TE GRADE LUPILS
ÛF THE CITLDERTSOl; PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPGH
THE IT0RH3 OF THE GATES BASIC READIHG TEST
Date R'cly. to 
of appreciate 
Test r;en"*l sly.
of nararraoli
R’ nrr , to
predict 
out c or.ie 
of events
ri' dp. to 
understand 
precise 
diroctlons
R' dR. to 
note 
details
Av ' .
r ’ dp,. 
prade
Hay 10, 4.97 
1951
6.27 9.20 8.54 7.24
Dec. 12, 4.60 
1950
5.03 7.49 6.13 5.31
Improvement ,37 
5 montlis
1.24 1.71 2.41 1.4-3
TABLE XIV
HEAL GRADE LEVELS OF TEUETE'.H: , 8EHEHT7' GRADE PUPILS 
OF THE GULDERTSOl; PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPON 
TEE rORLIS OF TUB HETROPOLITAN ACRIEVEHEIIT TEST
Date ArTtHmëTïc Scl- Ave.
of Vocab. probs* Illst* ence ^r'd,
Test___________________ f-und._______Enp;. L it._______Geog.________Spell.
Hay 10, 3.43 3.08 8.47 8.04 8.92 9.24 8.59 9.02 10.15 7.87 8.03
1951
Oct.20, 7.42 0.95 7.25 7.13 7.74 8.09 6.52 8.34 8.36 7.19 7.50
1950
jLinpr ove -
ment 1.06 1.11 1.22 .91 1.13 1.15 2.07 .68 1.77 .68 1.18
7 riontlas
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TABLE ::v
KEAI\ GRADE LEVELS OP SEW.iTSEP, EIO-IITIÎ GR.IDE PUPILS 
OP TEE CULBERTSOB PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPOU
THE BORI.IS OF THE GATES BASIC READHIG TEST
jOabe
of
Test
R'dg. to 
appreciate 
.gen' 1. sig. 
of paragraph
R'dg. to 
predict 
out c ome 
of event
R'dg. to 
understand 
precise 
8 directions
R' dg. to 
note 
details
A ' vg. 
r'dg.
grade
Hay 10, 
1951
8.64 8.49 11.58 11.04 9.94
Dec.12, 
1950
5.94 6.01 9.40 8.55 7.47
Imnr overaent 2.70 2.48 2.18 2.49 2.47
5 months
TABLE XVI
HEAP GRADE lE'/ELS OF SEVERTSEU, EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS 
OP TrJE CUL3ERTS0U PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPON 
THE R0RL8 OP THE HETROPOLITAH ACHIE'/EHEITT TEST
Date R ’ dg. Aritlu'ie tic ' Scl- Av.
of Vocah. probs. bog. ence gr'd.
Te 31 fund ._________Eng. Lit. Ei.st._____________Spe 11.
L:av 10, 9.77 10.23 10.48 10.42 10.60 10.90 10.58 9.59 10.83 9.59 10.30 
1951
Oct.20, 9.84 8.96 0.78 9.38 9,67 10.01 9.4330.24 10.26 0.67 9.62 
1950
Imnrovo-
ment -.07 1.27 .70 1,04 .93 .39 1.15 -.65 .57 .92
7 mon til 3
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TABLE XVII
MEAX PERCEi'TILE RAXK OF T.VEIITY OiîE, XIIFjIi GRADE iTJPILS 
OP THE CULBELiTSOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UFOIT
THE ::CRI,S FOR THE LCCIIIGAX VOCABULARY XR0PIL3 TEST
Date Kiirian Goîiei- Gov't. Biol. Rath. Fine Sports
of Relat. erce Phys. Arts
Te 31____________________________Sclon.ce_a________________________________Average
L'ay 17, 70.8 63.5 75.0 59.S 39.8 88.9 54.2 73.1 71.9
1951
Rev, 6, 49.9 48.9 65.5 51.5 61.1 73.5 61.1 73.3 60.6
1950
Improvement
7 mos. 20.9 14.6 9.5 8.3 28.7 15.4 -6.9 -.2 11.3
TABLE XVIII•
HEAR PERCERTILE RAI'TK OF FOURTEEH, TEETH GRADE PUPILS 
0? TIIE CUL3ERTS0U PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BASED UPOH
THE I;CR:..3 for THE XICHI GAR VOCABULARY PROFILE TEST
Date Hwiian Comm- Gov* t . Phys. Llol. Hath. Pine 'Sports Av.
of relat. erce Sciences Arts
Test_________________________________________________________________________
Xav 17, 52.4 44.5 59.0 79.6 75.1 93.5 57.6 63.3 65.7
1951
llov.6, 47.5 40.1 45.7 73.3 61.4 83.7 50.1 62.5 53,7
1950
Improve- 4.9 4.4 14.1 1.3 13.7 9.8 7.5 .8 7.0
rae nts 
7 months
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TABL2 XIX
LIEAi: PER CEI. TILE RAKX 0? XCEi.IY, SIEVE::'X: GRADS PUPILS 
OF TITS CULBERTSO:: IÜ3LIC ECnOOLS, EASED UPOE 
THE RCRXS FOR THE ],:IOIIIGA:T VOCABULARY PROFILE TEST
"THti Human Gor.un- 6ovt • PHys. Bi'oT, Pine ü nor te
of relat* orce Sciences Hath. Arts Av.
Test____________________________________________________________________________
May 17, 57.3 44.4 54.6 49.9 65.7 70.7 53.5 41.5 54.7
1951
ITov. 6, 43.4 32.3 46.5 42.5 53.7 60.7 45.0 40.5 46.2
1950
Improve- 13.9 12.1 8.1 7.4 7.0 10.0 8.5 1.0 8 .5
ments 
7 months
TABLE XX
MEAi: rSRCEITTILE RAUK OF ELEVEE, TVELFTR GRADE PUPILS 
OF THE CUL2ERTS0U PUBLIC SCHOOLS, EASED UPOH THE
XORHS FOR THE MIGllIGAH VOCABULARY PROFILE TEST
'bate îTüinan Coïïüï» Phys. Biol. Pine
of re la t .  erce Sciences Arts Average
Te st Gov* t .________________Hath._________Sports________
Hay 17, 60.7 36.9 50.1 65.3 50.4 57.2 53.5 40.3 53.7
1951
Hov. 6, 52.3 35.4 43.5 44.6 54 .0  49.6 37.0 47.3 45.4
1950
Improve- 3.4 1.5 6.6 20.7 4.4 7.6 10.5 1.0 3.3
me n t 
7 months
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CHAPTER VIII 
GOIÎGLTJDIRCÎ OBSERVAT I Cl.'S
Any progress in tlie admin?, s tra t i  on of an improved 
reading program must be the result of the cooperative effort 
of the entire faculty. I t  caunot be the result of the 
efforts of administrators and supervisors alone; nor can i t  
be accomplished by the independent work of the teachers «
The members of the faculty with the assistance of tlie ad­
ministrator, supervisors, and speci.alists ?.n the fie ld , need 
to work together in the development of the entire program.
The f i r s t  step in the procedure must be a realisation 
that there is  a need for iiiiprovernent. Tills need must be 
fe l t  and recognised by the entire staff i f  a ll  i t s  members 
are to contribute their a b il i t ie s  to the attainment of the 
desired goal, an improved reading program.
Th.e tBxt step is  to review the general philosophy of 
the school and to develop guiding principles, aims, and 
objectives for the program. Tliese ?:iust be compatible with 
the stated philosophy and objectives of the school.
After those steps have been taken, the ne::t process 
is to organise coram.ittoes that will work togithcr to evaluate 
the resent prop;ram and develop an in-service training 
program which will result in professional improve .ont of 
the staff* This requires the cooperation of both high
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school end elenieiitar*y tcacliers, becaure the program which is 
u l t i  Lately developed must be coatinuous In many respects 
from grade one through twelve.
ihe study made In the Culbertson Public Schools was 
not made under coiid'tiens v/hich were free from variable 
fac tors. I t  is probable that better preparation, planning 
and arranging might have resulted in a more organised 
approach to the problem. Better u til isa tio n  of the work and 
planning of faculty committees mirait have resulted in more 
in terest in the program. The s ta t is t ic a l  results indicate 
that i t  is  probable that the teachers undertook the work of 
the Improved prograr>i with varying degrees of enthusiasm.
CCiCLuSIOIIS
Growth of the pupils. lliere is one factor which must 
be considered before drawing any conclusion in regard to the 
significance of the results of the program. I t  must be 
roL.iembored that the periods involved in the testing are 
short periods of five and seven months, liien, too, die y are 
the months right out of the hie a r t of the school year. TLiose 
probably are the most roductive months for good school work. 
The f i r s t  cart of the year is a period of ad jus tment and 
readiness; the last part of th.e year is a period of re s t­
lessness and spring fever.
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II07/8ver, even v/itli t'ieoe factors In ir.lnd, 3.t sceras 
reasonable to conclu de tliat the reading program has re snlted 
In more than nori'iial growth of the pupils as indicated by 
the s ta t is t ic s  of the testing irogram.
Frofessilonal improvement of the s ta f f . A by-product 
of the development of the improved reading program was the 
general improvement in professional status of the s ta f f . 
Elementary teachers realized the need to periodically 
evaluate their 'iiethods and procedures. The high school 
teachers learned to better understand the worl: and problezis 
of the elementary school. I t  ws.s quite apparent that most 
of the teachers had come to realize that they have a respon­
s ib i l i ty  for the development of vocabulary and general read­
ing ab ility  of the pupils and that effective teaching in a l l  
subject fields deioands emphasis upon the communication 
s k i l l s , especially in the fie ld  of reading.
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(This section contains a sampling of s ta t is t ic a l  
data which prove the significance and re liab il i ty  
of the evaluation.)
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LCETROPOLITAIJ readi::g TE3T - I,lay 15, 1951
Grade IV f d fd fd2
6.7-6 .8 11 2 5 10 100
6.5-6*6 111 3 4 12 144
6*3-6.4 11 2 3 6 36
6.1-6.2 111 3 2 6 36
5.9-6.0 1111 4 1 4 16
5.7-5 .8 1 1 0 0 0
ÿ.5-5i .6 11 2 -1 -2 4
5.3-5 .4 1 1 -2 4
5.1-5 *2 0 -3 0 0
4.9-5.0 11 2 -4 -8 64
4.7-4 .8 11 2 -5 -10 100
4.5—4 .6 1 1 •-0 -6 36
4.3-4.4 0 -7 0 0
4.1-4.2 0 -8 0 0
3.9-4.0 1 1 -9 -9 81
3.7-3.8 0 -10 0 0
3 ,5-3.6 1 1 -11 -11 -121
I'T - 25 33 742
-48
0 = -10 * 25 -10
C •• — «4
.2 /  -Ê § - " » .2  /2 9 .6 8 ' -  .16
.2 1̂ 21775Ô = .2 % 5.43
1 .0 8 6
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ls'TROPolita:: ag:iiev3..s:ït -test
GRADE IV 
Critical Ratio
Reliability  of Difference in Terms of Probable Error Difference 
Mean 1 - 5.69 P.E.Mi -
Mean 2 = 4.72 P.EMi - ~ ____ /  25 5
M. d if f .  = ,97 P.EÎvTi = ,
M. d if f .  .6745 Xc,------
C. R. = P. Î . diff. P.EM2 - N
0. R, .  P.EM2 .  = .75,949
G. R. « 4.6 P.EM2 = .1518
The chances are almost certain 
that a true difference greater 
tloan zero exlsts between' tlie 
two means.
P.E. d if f .  - /(P.E.M2) - (P.E.M.2)^ P.E. d if f .  -VfTÏ465)2- (.1513)2
P.E. d iff . - .211
Reliability  of Difference in Terms of c? difference
Meani « 5.69  ave  ̂*____=
Mean2 = 4.72
Mean d iff .= .97
c . R.
c . R.
c . R.
ave «2
d if f .
5
y—dis
7T
= .217
- 1.126
s      r - 9 -----" -  A_*ĵ 26 = #225
P.E. d if f .
”  ̂ C7 di f 1  . = ( <=7—-ave * ) 2.^ (c—-aveg ) ‘
/■.097714 - .312
= 3.13 d if f .  = /^TT217)2 _ (.225)2
c7
The chances are almost certa in 
that a true difference, greater 
til an zero, exi sts be twe nn the 
two means•
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MEAIT GRADE LEVEL OF II.:PROVEI,:EIiT FOR 
151 ELEIvîSÎITARY PUPILS OH I3ÎE 
KSTROPOLITAH AGHIÊ IÊ '.EUT TEST
Grade
N u m b e r  
o f  p u p i l s
Mean grade 
improvement
II 20 X .91 = 18.20
III 24 X 1.34 - 32.16
IVIV 25 X .97 24 .25
V 19 X .60 11.40
VI 27 X 1.17 — 31.59
VII 19 X 1.13 22.42
VIII 17 X .68 = 11.56
151 p u p i l s 151.53
151.58 divided by 151 S£ 1.004 Mean r a d e l e v e l  oj
ment In 7 months.
IvIEAN GRADE LEIGIL OF IliPROYKIETilT FOR 
174 ELEF'EFTARY PUPILS ON THE 
YETROPOLITAH ACHIEVEHEIIT TEST
If  the f i r s t  grade is included:
II-VIÏI 151 ...................................
I 23 X 2.25
174 pupils
151.58
51.75
203.00
203.33 divided by 174 ■ 1.153 Hean prado level of achieve.
me lit in 7 months.
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'ATÏÏS BASIC BBADIBG TEST - Dec. 12, 1950
Grade IV f d fd fd2
6.3-6*4 
6.1-6.2
5.9-6.0 
5.7-5 .3 
5.0-0.6
5.3-5 .4 
5 *1-5.2
4.9-5.0
1
111
1
m i l
1
111
1
0
3
1
5
1
0
3
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
8
0
18
5
20
3
0
3
64
0
324
25
400
9
0
9
4.7-4 .8 1 0 0 0 0
4.5—4.6
4.3—4.4
4.1-4.2 
3.9-4.0 
3.7-3.3 
o .5-3.6
3.3-3.4
3.1-3.2
11
1
m i l
1
11
2
0
0
1
5
0
1
2
-1
-2
-3
—4
-5
—6
-7
-3
-2
0
0
-4
-25
0
-7
-16
4
0
0
16
625
0
49
256
IT - 26 57
-54
1731
C = 3 t 2 
C = .12
6 3
o—
a
= 1 • 
r .2
IT
/T1781
' 26
- (.12)2
— = -2 /GO.5 - .0144
" — .2 /G3.4C60
— = .2 X 3.269
- 1.654
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GATES BASIC llEADIBG TEST - L'ay 10, 1951
Grade IV f d fd fd2
8.0-8 .2 1 1 8 8 64
7.7-7.9 0 7 0 0
7.4-7 .6 0 6 0 0
7.1-7.3 1 1 5 5 25
6 .8-7.0 1111 4 4 IS 256
6 .5-6.7 0 3 0 0
6.2—6.4 111 3 2 6 36
5.9—6.1 1 1 1 1 1
5.6-5.3 111 3 0 IT  ' ..............0.................
5.3-5.5 1 1 rr~' ............"-Ï ..... -J - ■
5.0-5.2 111 3 -2 -6 36
4.7-4.9 0 -3 0 0
4 «4—4 .6 11 2 -4 -8 64
4.1-4. 3 1 1 -5 -5 25
3.8-4.0 111 3 -6 -18 324
0.5-3.7 0 -7 0 0
3.2-3.4 111 3 -8 -24 576
B =26
36 1408
-62
C = -26 ♦ 26 -26
G s  - 1
_îî___
-  c2
- .3 - (-1)2
' S6
- .3 /54.15-i
T .3 /ssTis
- .3 X 7.29
- 2.18
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GATES HEADIEG TEST 
GRADE IV
Critical Ratio
R eliability  of Difference în Terras of Probable Error Difference
Eeani - 5.31 P.E.yi _ ^6745 % c?
lleans - 4.76 P.E.y % =
îvl d i f f .  -  1.05 P. E .n  -
" 5 .1
-  M̂&fT P"
G- - T siî
c .  R. -  2 .9 0  p.  E.yo =
Ilie chances are 97 ont of 100 ■‘̂•112 = 5.1
tKat  a tme difference"greater ^
tlian zero, exi s t s be tv/e e n tlie ' 
two raeans.
P. E. d if f .  = /7pTe.mi)2 _ (P.E.1 : 2  P.E.diff - / (  .288)^ .218)
P.S.diff = f \ t-?0 .
Reliability  of Difference In Terras of c7 difference
Mean]_ 5.81 ^ — ave.i »
lleang = 5.76 ct— ave.i = . p------= ^.27
E diff. - 1.05 —  ave.o
C. R. 
0 • R.
Diff. 
?.2%d'ff.
ave . 2
0 0 0
C. R. = 1.97
1.654 .324
^ " S w -  ■ d i f f .  B a v e  . %  ) 2  ^  ( c ? — a v o o ) 2
cr— dJff. = /1%427)2 ^  (.524)2
The chances arc ont of 100 ct' d .'ff. = /  .297305 - ..533 
clcat~ir~trne ~dTf f ere nee, ore a"!'or 
than zero, exi sts between tlie 
tv/o~means •
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LIEAI GRADE 
FOR 151 
OÎT THE
LEVELS OF 
HLEÎEEITARV 
GATES READI
iMLROVEi :ei:t
YJPILS 
NG TEST
Grade l u r A b o r  of 
pupils
Lie an prade 
improvement
II 20 X .62 = 12.40
III 24 X .67 = 16.08
IV 25 X 1.05 = 26.25
V 19 X .51 = 5.89
VI 27 X .60 = 16.20
VII 19 X 1.43 = 27.17
VIII 17 X 2.49 = 42.33
151 pupils 146.32
146.32 divided b y  151 = •969 Mean ^rade level o: 
ment of 151 pupils in 5
LIEAI; GRADE 
FOR 174
Oil TITS '
LEViCLS CF 
ELEMEMTARY 
GATES READI:
::M?R0VELZ3IT 
FDPILS 
:IG TEST
If  the f i r s t  ^rade is included:
I I —VIII 151 . . .
23 X 2.29 52.07
174 pupils 198.99
193.99 divided by 174 = 1.14 Kean prade level of achieve.
Kent of 174 pupils in 5 v.onths.
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I'ZAK i ’̂JKGEIlTTLE L B T £ L 2  OF 
SIXTY-SIX P'IGX SC :00L PUPILS OÎ-I THE 
I.IIŒIIGAX VOCABULARY PROFILE TEST
6 5
Yay 17, 1951:
Grade Yuriber of 
pupils
Mean percentile 
for class
IX 21 X 71.90 1500.9
X 14 X 65.70 919.8
XI 2 0 X 54.70 1094.0
XII 11 X 53.70 590.7
66 pupils 
4114.4 divided by 66
4114.4
62.34 which, is the Yean 'rade porcei 
t i le  of 66 liifii school cupils on 
Lay 17, 1951.
ovember 6, 1950
IX 21 X 60.6 1272.6
X 14 X 58.7 821.8
XI 20 X 46.2 924,0
XII 111 X 45.4 = 499.4
66 pupils 3517.8
3517.8 divided by 66 " 5 3 . 3 0  w.'1 -lcîi 2  ̂ the i,.ean ' rade ;orcen—
tile  of 66 hi'-'h school pupils on 
Xoveniber 6, 1951.
62.34 Yean percentile on l.ay 1’,', 1951
55.30 Yean percentile on Yovonbor 6, 1950
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